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New Members

The Vanderburgh County Medical Society is 
an Alliance of Physicians dedicated to the 
promotion of the Art and Science of medicine, 
to the continual Improvement of Community 
Health, and to the Advocacy and Protection 
of the Patient Physician Relationship. The 
purpose of this organization shall be to unite 
and strengthen the local medical community, 

to inform the public on matters of health and medical care, and to 
promote the best in medical care in our community.

Welcome New Members!
Matthew Field, MD
Pavel Morozov, MD

Allison Royer, MD
Mark Royer, MD
Brad Scheu, DO

Michael Sutton, MD

Advertising rates are available upon request from the 
Society office. Deadline for receipt of advertising copy 
is the 1st of the month prior to the publication date (i.e. 
Spring issue, Deadline April 1). The publisher reserves 
the right to repeat the last advertisement on time 
contracts if new copy or written cancellation notice is 
not supplied by that date. Placement of ads, except 
for premium spaces, will be at the discretion of the 
Editor and will be throughout the publication.

*Advertising or publishment in the VCMS Monitor 
does not imply approval or endorsement by the 
Vanderburgh County Medical Society.

The Vanderburgh County Medical Society 
Monitor is published bi-monthly by the  

Vanderburgh County Medical Society, Inc.
3116 E. Morgan Ave., Suite F

Evansville, IN 47711
(812) 475-9001
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President’s Message

Darla Grossman, M.D.
VCMS President

Why join the VCMS and the ISMA?  
Many benefits await you. 

• The ISMA provides Advocacy. Every year, the trial lawyers try to 
take apart the Malpractice act, originally written in 1975. This 
statue still stands as a standard for state legislatures. This act helps 
keep malpractice insurance affordable. Also ISMA can speak for 
you at the state legislature on matters that involve you and your 
practice.  Most recently the  ISMA was instrumental in preventing 
scope of practice expansion by nurse practitioners. This was 
facilitated at the state level by physicians that live and practice right 
here in Vanderburgh County. 

• The ISMA along with the VCMS continually seek to find information to 
assist physicians with practice management concerns. If you have a 
practice management question or concern, give the VCMS a call (812-475-9001). We will gladly 
use all the resources available to us to help you get the answers you need.

• Billing questions? - The ISMA offers training on billing issues and regulatory changes. 

• CME - The ISMA is accredited to provide CME programs and is itself responsible to accredit many 
hospitals and other institutions around the state to providing first class CME opportunities.

• Communicaiton - The ISMA along with the VCMS provides regular communication through its 
bulletins, social media, and other venues.  The VCMS publication serves as a forum for local 
doctors to share the latest advancements and concerns in the medical arena. This newsletter is 
available in digital form and can be accessed on the VCMS Website.

• Wellness 360 Physician Burnout Program – offers physicians a support system that provides 
whole-person care and helps mitigate any stage of burnout. Within this program, physicians will 
receive the following: Health Coaching, Confidential Counseling, PRN Support Group, Peer to 
Peer Coaching, Burnout Coaching, Financial Workshops with personalized financial coaching, 
and personal trainer through Bob’s Gym any location. There is also access to a wellness library 
on our website under the Wellness 360 tab. Annual CME accredited workshops and educational 
opportunities. 

• Validation of your VCMS membership and training to the public. Many requests are made to 
the VCMS office concerning your membership and training. We confirm this information for the 
caller and assist with contact information if desired.

• VCMS Forums. VCMS Forums provide dinner and a learning experience free-of-charge to VCMS 
members and a guest.

• VCMS Socials and Fundraisers. VCMS at least once a quarter will host fun and entertaining 
socials which allow members to mingle and relax with their colleagues. Don’t miss our annual 
Golf Scramble in May at the consistently ranked Victoria National Golf Club.

Why am I listing these benefits? For membership! Please recruit your fellow doctors who are 
nonmembers to join these worthwhile organizations.
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VCMS Board Members

Darla Grossman, M.D.
VCMS President

Roberto Iglesias, M.D.
President Elect

Chris Chacko, M.D.
Past President

Allen White, M.D.Ken Spear, M.D. Stacie Wenk, D.O.

Christian Bueschel, M.D. Heather Schroeder, M.D. Mark Royer, M.D.Heidi Dunniway, M.D.

Sally Primus, M.D.
Treasurer
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Because physicians deserve a choice  
in their insurance coverage, too.

888.51AEGIS  [888.512.3447] 
aegismalpractice.com
jennifer.wiggins@aegismalpractice.com

Say hello to AEGIS Malpractice Solutions and meet  
Evansville’s dedicated medical malpractice insurance agency.

Medical malpractice is our one and only field of expertise. We provide busy 
physicians and practice administrators with tailored quotes from the nation’s 
leading insurance carriers and back it up with the personal service that allows 
better informed decisions and fiscally healthier practices. 

We are a relationship-based company. Having nearly 20 years of medical 
malpractice knowledge and experience allows us to apply our expertise for 
your benefit:  more education, more options, and more service.  

AEGIS remains actively engaged, reviewing coverage options annually to 
determine if the current policy is still the best fit and providing guidance as 
the marketplace changes or the practice grows and evolves. 

It’s what we do best.  Contact Jennifer Wiggins for a confidential consultation.

COVERAGE FOR PHYSICIANS   |   SURGEONS   |   MEDICAL GROUPS

ALLIED HEALTHCARE PROVIDERS   |   FACILITIES   |   CLINICS

ATTENTION INDIANA PHYSICIANS and PRACTICE ADMINISTRATORS:
Effective July 1, 2019, the malpractice cap on damages is increasing, which means 
insurance carriers will be reassessing their rates.  Will your current coverage still be the 
right fit?  We’ll help you explore the market and consider your best options.  Call today!

http://aegismalpractice.com
mailto:jennifer.wiggins%40aegismalpractice.com?subject=
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The Director’s View

Chris Patterson
VCMS Executive Director

Another year gone!
As we wind down 2019 and prepare for 2020 I wanted to thank 
all of you that made 2019 so special for me.  Time has really flown 
since I have taken the helm as Director of the VCMS and I have 
met the most wonderful people that 
have truly impacted my life greatly.  I feel 
greatly blessed to be in the position that I 
am and look forward to serving you all in 
2020.  I pray for good health, happiness 
and prosperity for you all in 2020.  

See you in the new year!
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Visit Team-McClintock.com/Services/
to find out what Team McClintock offers YOU!

From start to finish, Team McClintock will manage the purchase or sale of your home by assisting 
with all your real estate and related needs. We are your advocate in this entire process. 

All from the comfort of home or your busy office... 

812.777.5220 • F.C. Tucker Emge REALTORS®

for Members of the Vanderburgh County Medical Society

CONCIERGE SERVICE
Team McClintock 

DISCOUNT CARD

http://team-mcclintock.com/services/
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Vanderburgh Medical Alliance
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Ken Spear, M.D.
Vanderburgh County 

Health Officer

From the Desk of the Health Officer

Winter is coming!
It sounds like the opening line from the Game of Thrones. But along with the 
winter we have to face the real possibility of an extended Flu Season. No one is 
sure how severe the Flu will be this year, but know that it is already here, and the 
CDC is recommending that everyone over six months of age get a Flu Vaccine. 
Hopefully, we will not experience winter like in the GOT’s.

Since it takes about two weeks to develop a significant antibody response, most 
people should have gotten the vaccine by now. Still, I am sure many laggards in 
the population are holding off on getting a proper Immunization.

This is the first year I have taken the Senior Flu shot, and it did make me feel off-
center for about 72 hours, and then I righted again. I had no fever, just aches, 
mild nausea, and no desire for a glass of Red wine or a three-mile run.

Now I am back to my daily 3 to 4-mile walk-run and was just in Houston for 
Halloween with the Granddaughters and actually did two 4 mile runs while they 
were playing Soccer.

 I also tried to climb a rock wall with my “climbing” granddaughter, but she 
weighs about 5o pounds and does pushups every morning and sit-ups while I 
weigh considerably more and even though I can still do 50 pushups couldn’t 
even begin to pull myself up the rock wall.

 My last granddaughter in Houston just received her Brown Belt in Tai Kwan Do 
and is into breaking boards.

They all have gotten their Flu shots as has my daughter, her husband, and my wife. None of us want to be in 
bed with the Flu or secondary pneumonia.

My wife contracted a terrible cold on the flight to Houston, and that was bad enough to remind us how severe 
the Flu can get, so please get your flu shot, wash your hands, cover your cough. If it gets bad enough, I am sure 
Hospital visitation restrictions will go into effect, and sharing of wine during services may be curtailed as it was 
last year.

haynietravel.com
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE CONTACT: Greta Sanderson 
Dec. 4, 2019 (317) 233-7254 
 gsanderson@isdh.in.gov 

 
Indiana is building a path to healthier moms and babies through collaboration, innovation 

Guest column by State Health Commissioner Kris Box, M.D., FACOG 
 

Having a baby is usually one of the happiest times in life for a woman and her family. I have 
been blessed to share this joyous occasion thousands of times in my career as an obstetrician. 
But in the State of Indiana, hundreds of babies die before turning one, and many women die of 
pregnancy-related complications while pregnant or in that first year thereafter.  
 
As an obstetrician/gynecologist, I have walked through situations of loss with my patients, and 
nothing is more heartbreaking. The opportunity to impact both infant and maternal mortality on a 
statewide scale was a key factor in my decision to become state health commissioner in 2017. I 
have visited all 92 counties and met with stakeholders from the health, faith, community and 
business realms. As daunting as the numbers are, I am more convinced than ever that by 
working together, we can help more Indiana babies and moms thrive. 
 
We must first understand the challenges before us. Like infant mortality, maternal mortality in 
our state and across the country disproportionately impacts minority populations. In Indiana, 
women of color are much more likely to suffer a pregnancy-related death than white women. As 
with infant mortality, the numbers are alarming, but they don’t answer the critical question of 
“Why?” To do that, and to develop strategies that will prevent future maternal deaths, we are 
digging deeper. 
 
Through collaborations across state agencies and with our local partners in your community, 
and legislation accomplished during the past several years, Indiana is now well positioned to 
address our poor infant and maternal mortality rates.  
 
The changes we are putting in place today will be measured for years to come and impact 
generations of Hoosiers. We are committed to helping families who all want the best for their 
children. The overwhelming number of volunteers engaged with our efforts shows the true heart 
and soul being put into this work. 
 
The work is inspiring because of the success stories from our communities. 
 
In Vanderburgh County in 2018, a woman who had struggled with homelessness and drug use 
delivered twins. Her babies tested positive for THC, the primary ingredient in marijuana, at birth. 

Having a baby is usually one of the happiest times in life for a woman and her family. I have been 
blessed to share this joyous occasion thousands of times in my career as an obstetrician. But in the 
State of Indiana, hundreds of babies die before turning one, and many women die of pregnancy-related 
complications while pregnant or in that first year thereafter.
As an obstetrician/gynecologist, I have walked through situations of loss with my patients, and nothing 
is more heartbreaking. The opportunity to impact both infant and maternal mortality on a statewide scale 
was a key factor in my decision to become state health commissioner in 2017. I have visited all 92 
counties and met with stakeholders from the health, faith, community and business realms. As daunting 
as the numbers are, I am more convinced than ever that by working together, we can help more Indiana 
babies and moms thrive.
We must first understand the challenges before us. Like infant mortality, maternal mortality in our state 
and across the country disproportionately impacts minority populations. In Indiana, women of color are 
much more likely to suffer a pregnancy-related death than white women. As with infant mortality, the 
numbers are alarming, but they don’t answer the critical question of “Why?” To do that, and to develop 
strategies that will prevent future maternal deaths, we are digging deeper.
Through collaborations across state agencies and with our local partners in your community, and 
legislation accomplished during the past several years, Indiana is now well positioned to address our 
poor infant and maternal mortality rates.
The changes we are putting in place today will be measured for years to come and impact generations of 
Hoosiers. We are committed to helping families who all want the best for their children. The overwhelming 
number of volunteers engaged with our efforts shows the true heart and soul being put into this work.
The work is inspiring because of the success stories from our communities.
In Vanderburgh County in 2018, a woman who had struggled with homelessness and drug use delivered 
twins. Her babies tested positive for THC, the primary ingredient in marijuana, at birth.
The family was referred to the Department of Child Services, which referred them to the county’s Pre to 
3 program, which is funded with a grant from the Indiana State Department of Health to address infant 
mortality.
Today, the family has housing, the father has a job and the mother has gone back to school to become a 
nurse. They are active, engaged parents, and their 18-month-old twins are thriving.
We often hear stories like these – of new moms who have improved their health thanks to resources in 

Indiana State Department of Health
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Indiana State Department of Health continued

their community or have overcome substance use disorder and now counsel others – and celebrate as 
they forge a healthy path forward for themselves and their children.
We are working tirelessly to create more of these stories. But we aren’t doing it alone.
The Indiana Perinatal Quality Improvement Collaborative has been instrumental in the development 
and implementation of many of the initiatives to address maternal and infant health. More than 400 
professional volunteers are involved in this joint collaboration between the Indiana Hospital Association 
and the state health department.
Expectant mothers at two-thirds of the Indiana hospitals where babies are delivered are now verbally 
screened for substance use disorder and supported through the Perinatal Substance Use Disorder and 
Neonatal Task Force as a result of legislation passed in 2019. If a woman is ever likely to get help, it is 
when she is pregnant. A woman who has a positive screen receives the services, such as medication-
assisted treatment and mental health and social services support, needed to improve both her health 
and that of her baby.
We also are examining every pregnancy-related death in our state. The Maternal Mortality Review 
Committee, established through legislation in 2018, is for the first time allowing a deeper dive into each 
pregnancy-related maternal death so we better understand the causes of that death and can implement 
evidence-based safety bundles to avert future deaths.
Earlier this year, Indiana joined the Alliance for Innovation on Maternal Health, a national safety 
initiative that will help us implement patient safety bundles to save maternal lives and decrease adverse 
complications. Already, 69 of our 86 delivering hospitals are participating. We are working with the Indiana 
Hospital Association to implement our first safety bundle for hemorrhage at all delivering hospitals.
The Indiana State Department of Health is surveying each delivering hospital to designate the levels of 
care it is able to provide to pregnant women and newborns. This work, spurred by legislation passed in 
2018, is designed to ensure that pregnant women and babies with risk factors deliver and are cared for at 
hospitals equipped to address those needs. This will allow Indiana to develop perinatal centers that can 
help support education and training in hospitals caring for less acute patients.
We know that healthy babies start with healthy moms, and that is why I am thrilled that Governor Eric J. 
Holcomb signed into law House Enrolled Act 1007, which creates a perinatal navigation program.
Starting in 2020, the OB Navigator program will begin in areas of the state at highest risk for infant 
mortality. Families will be connected with a support person who will walk with them through pregnancy 
and the first year of the infant’s life, helping them navigate such obstacles as Medicaid eligibility, food 
insecurity, medical care and even childcare. This person will serve as the family’s trusted advocate and 
chief encourager, helping to launch the newborn and parents on the trajectory to success.
I am devastated by the loss of moms and babies across our state, but I am optimistic about our path 
forward. As FSSA Secretary Jen Sullivan, DCS Director Terry Stigdon and I have traveled the state to 
discuss these critical efforts, we have been overwhelmed by the support and determination of our local 
communities. This is not easy work, and improving outcomes will take time. Recognizing that we all have 
a role to play, whether it’s ensuring that our grandchildren are in safe sleep environments or helping a 
new mom who may be struggling with depression, is the first step.
Whether you are a healthcare provider, have a church ministry or serve your community in other ways, 
I invite you to join us as we continue this important work. Nothing is more powerful than investing in the 
health and development of children and families in our communities.
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address our poor infant and maternal mortality rates.  
 
The changes we are putting in place today will be measured for years to come and impact 
generations of Hoosiers. We are committed to helping families who all want the best for their 
children. The overwhelming number of volunteers engaged with our efforts shows the true heart 
and soul being put into this work. 
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In Vanderburgh County in 2018, a woman who had struggled with homelessness and drug use 
delivered twins. Her babies tested positive for THC, the primary ingredient in marijuana, at birth. 

http://www.statehealth.in.gov
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Delivering to All  
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One Call Does It All!  
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Corporate Events
We provide everything for an Extraordinary Day.

Evansville’s premiere private venue with executive catering, 
black-tie staff, licensed bar services, and professional event 
coordination executed in harmony to turn your plans into an 
experience to remember. 

• Weekday Luncheons
• Weeknight Dinner Meetings 
• Summer Picnics 
• Holiday Parties
• Retirement Celebrations
• Appreciation Banquets

• Conferences & Seminars
• Staff Retreats
• Breakfast Summits 
• Mobile Catering
• Serving groups from 20-550 
guests

812.867.3169 • thebauerhaus.com
13605 Darmstadt Road, Evansville, IN

Serving Medical Offices 
Throughout the Tri-State

Call 812.401.9100 • Area Toll Free 888.401.9165
Mail@OvationGrafix.com  
www.OvationGrafix.com

1326 N Weinbach Avenue 
Evansville IN 47711

Business Forms
Medical Forms
Business &  Appointment CardsPrescription Pads*Brochures & BookletsMarketing Mail

Signs & Banners
*Indiana Board of Pharmacy Approved Prescription Pad Provider

http://thebauerhaus.com
http://thebauerhaus.com
http://thebauerhaus.com
http://ovationgrafix.com
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THE VCMS  
Holiday Party Highlights
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As a valued member of the Vanderburgh 
County Medical Society, we have partnered 
with the Indianapolis Colts to offer you 
an exclusive 20% discount on tickets for the 
eight regular season games.

How it Works:

1. Click on Buy Tickets below.

2. Choose the level or price point where 
you’d like to be seated.

3. Complete our easy purchase process.

4. Share your personal link with family and 
friends to invite them to join you.

5. Enjoy the game with your group!

Ticket Delivery:

You will receive an email from Fevo with 
instructions to access your tickets through your 
Indianapolis Colts account. These tickets will 
be MOBILE ONLY.

Questions?

Exciting New Discounts  
for VCMS Members!

The VCMS is excited to announce new member  
discounts and services. Be on the lookout for more as we  

enter 2020. If you have an idea of a service or discount you  
would like to share, contact Chris Patterson at 812-475-9001  

or Cpatterson@vcmsdocs.org.

New Serv
ices!

mailto:Cpatterson%40vcmsdocs.org?subject=
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FINDING THE PERFECT HOME 
• Send electronic "wish” and “needs” list to team member 
• New listings will be emailed to you when listed 
• Agent will Facebook or Skype from any of the homes of interest 
• Agent will set up instant showings to meet your busy schedule 
• Provide comps within hours of viewing any homes 
• Gather community and school information 
• Write offer, negotiate, provide counters all via phone and electronically 

MAKING SURE IT'S THE RIGHT ONE 
• Agent will set up all inspections at home and arrange for payments to be made at closing 
• Agent will review all inspections, order any necessary additional inspections/estimates 
• Work with you to respond to the inspections electronically 
• Provide a Supreme Homes Buyers Warranty for one full year at closing 

FINISHING THE JOB 
• Help to identify lender, work with lender to provide information needed 
• Pick up your earnest money check at home or office, deliver to Listing Agent 
• Get Home Owner Insurance quotes 
• Arrange for moving company 
• Change utilities 
• Facebook or Skype walk through prior to closing 
• Attend closing at your home or office 
• Provide a closing gift! 
• Deliver the keys!! 

CONCIERGE SERVICE

Team-McClintock.com  •  812.777.5220  •  F.C. Tucker Emge REALTORS®

for Members of the Vanderburgh County Medical Society

Team McClintock 

From start to finish, Team McClintock will manage the purchase of your home by assisting with all your real estate 
and related needs. We are your advocate in this entire process. All from the comfort of home or your busy office... 

It’s that simple to move to the home of your dreams!

Exciting New Discounts for VCMS Members! continued

New Services!

http://team-mcclintock.com
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Exciting New Discounts for VCMS Members! continued

New Serv
ices!

 
 
Kenny Kent Lexus and Kenny Kent Toyota wish to provide the Vanderburgh Medical Society’s 
Tri-state area physicians a program that addresses time constraints and navigation through the 
purchasing process and servicing of their vehicles.   The Kenny Kent Toyota and Kenny Kent 
Lexus programs enhance the automotive purchasing and servicing experience with savings and 
convenience.   
 
The Program: 
 

• Designated dealership personnel are assigned to administer the Vanderburgh County 
Medical Society’s both sales and service programs.   Please identify the VCMS’s 
affiliation when working with us. 

 
• Test Drive – Vehicles delivered to Vanderburgh County Medical Society physicians for 

review. 
 

• Pricing – Vanderburgh County Medical Society pricing for each vehicle.    
 

• Purchase On-Line and Trade-In On-Line are available.  Delivery of a vehicle may occur at 
an office, home, or the Kenny Kent Toyota or Kenny Kent Lexus dealership. 

 
• Complimentary concierge service makes servicing very convenient.  Program available 

Monday through Friday with drop off at 8 am and return by 2:30 pm.   Designated drop 
off and pick up for physicians established by VCMS. 

 
• You will receive a $100 accessories gift card redeemable at Kenny Kent Toyota or Kenny 

Kent Lexus Parts when you purchase a new Toyota or Lexus from Kenny Kent.   
 
 
We look forward to offering this unique opportunity for an exemplary purchase and service 
experience.   
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ADVOCACY
PHYSICIAN

DAY
Jan. 28, 2020    Indianapolis
www.ismanet.org/PhysicianAdvocacyDay

ANNUAL RETREAT

WOMEN IN 
MEDICINE

Jan. 17-19, 2020

West Baden Springs Hotel   n   French Lick, Indiana

www.ismanet.org/WIMretreat

CME

www.ismanet.org/physicianadvocacyday
www.ismanet.org/wimretreat
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Lifetime Financial Growth

We are extremely pleased to announce a valuable new alliance with Lifetime Financial Growth, a member

of the Guardian Network, for VCMS members. The alliance has been established specifically to meet an

array of needs within the medical community. 

Financial Education Workshops 

Asset Allocation & Management  

Retirement Planning & Protection 

Individual Disability Income Protection with Specialty

Own Occupation

Individual disability income products underwritten and issued by Berkshire Life Insurance Company of America, Pittsfield, MA, a wholly owned stock subsidiary of The Guardian Life Insurance Company of America

(Guardian), New York, or provided by Guardian. Product provisions and availability may vary by state. Guardian, its subsidiaries, agents, and employees do not provide tax, legal, or accounting advice. Consult your tax, legal,

or accounting professional regarding your individual situation.  Lifetime Financial Growth of Kentucky, LLC is an independent agency authorized to offer products of The Guardian Life Insurance Company of America

(Guardian), New York, NY, and its subsidiaries, and is not an affiliate or subsidiary of Guardian. The GUARDIAN® Logo is a service mark of Guardian, used with permission. Financial Representative of The Guardian Life

Insurance Company of America® (Guardian), New York, NY.  Lifetime Financial Growth of Kentucky, LLC  is not an affiliate or subsidiary of Guardian. 2018-68711 EXP 10/2020

Financial Representative 

(812) 550.8702 

Julie_Weyer@lifetimefinancialgrowth.com 

www.lfgco.com 

We welcome your input on workshop topics you would like to see in the future and to schedule an individual

appointment to learn more about how LFG's products and services can truly help you get your financial life

in balance. 

Julie Weyer

I N D I A N A  |  K E N T U C K Y  |  M I C H I G A N  |  O H I O  |  P E N N S Y L V A N I A  |  W E S T  V I R G I N I A

Student Loan Protection  

Business Planning Strategies

Life Insurance

Estate Planning 

Save the Dates 2020
February 18th

April 7th
September 17th

UPCOMING EVENT:

www.lfgco.com
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What’s better 
than a Halloween Party? A 

TSMA New Member Brunch AND 
Halloween Party!  Everyone came in 
costume and we enjoyed a potluck 
brunch with great food and 
friendship. The fun continues at our 
next meeting at BJ’s Home Accents.  
An exciting decorating presentation 
will help us get ready for the 
holidays. Lunch, decorating, and 
shopping with friends is always a good 
day! Please join us! 

We are beginning the process of 
awarding our Community Outreach 
Grants.  If you know of any 
community non-profit organization 
who may qualify for one of our grants, 
please visit the website for the grant 
application forms, or email us with 
the contact information.  

Want to know more? 

Web:  tristatemedicalalliance.org 

Email:  tristatemedicalalliance@gmail.com 

Facebook:  Tri-State Medical Alliance, Inc. 

Tri-State Medical Alliance 

mailto:tristatemedicalalliance%40gmail.com?subject=
http://tristatemedicalalliance.org
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Your prescription for all of your business and personal banking needs!
 

Practice Buy-in Loans
Business Lines of Credit

Commercial Property and Equipment Loans
———————————————————————————————————

Home Mortgage Loans
Home Equity Lines of Credit

Personal Loans
Business and Personal Deposit Products

Make your appointment today with a member of our
 Business Banking group!  

     Kelly Dearmond (812) 492-8240 
    Doug Diekmann (812) 492-8184 

Travis Genet (812) 492-8214
Chris Melton (812) 492-8265
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360 

360 

 
 

Benefits of Wellness 360° 
• Improved overall health 
• Stress reduction and life balance 
• Improved relationships professionally and 

personally 
• Improved patient satisfaction 
• Motivation to be well 
• Participants will be equipped to deal 

with the pitfalls of their profession 
• Gained support system 
• Financial Wellness 

ScheduleYourAppointment 
To schedule an appointment, please call our 
Private Wellness 360° Line at (812) 475-9001. 

The VCMS Wellness 360° program is for 
members only. If you are a non- member 
seeking help, there is a fee schedule. Please 
contact the private Wellness 360° phone line 
or visit vcmsdocs.org/wellness-360-2/ for more 
information. 

 
 
 
 
 

Wellness 
Vanderburgh County Medical Society 
Better Health Through Balanced  Living 

3116 E. Morgan Ave., Suite F 
Evansville, IN 47711 

(812) 475-9001 
vcmsdocs.org/wellness-360-2/ 

Wellness 
Vanderburgh County Medical Society 
Better Health Through Balanced Living 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Program 
The Wellness 360° program offers Vanderburgh County 
Medical Society physicians and medical 
professionals a confidential support system that 
provides whole-person care and helps to mitigate 
any stage of burnout. The Wellness 360° program 
provides a safe, supportive environment where 
physicians and medical professionals can receive 
the care they need and deserve. 
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The Program 
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Health Coaching 
The Health & Wellness Coach will work together 
with participants to implement 
basic, gradual modifications based on the 
person’s unique needs towards a sustainable 
health and wellness transformation.  

Confidential Counseling 
The Psychologist and Social Worker will 
provide confidential counseling services to 
address the participants specific needs. 

 
Bob’s Gym 
Partnership 
Bob’s Gym’s role in the Wellness 360° 
program will be to lead the exercise and 
accountability component. Each participant 
will be given a three week (6 appointments) 
with a personal trainer. The personal trainers 
will create an individualized exercise regimen 
based on each participant’s needs. 
 

Financial Wellness 
Lifetime Financial Growth will offer a variety 
of strategies and products along with 
educational workshops to help you 
maximize your financial potential.  
Workshops will vary by topic such as 
Financial Education, Asset Allocation and 
Management, Retirement Planning, 
Individual Disability Income Protection with 
Specialty Own Occupation. 

 
 

 

Colleague to 
Colleague 

 
Everything looks darker when you're 
experiencing it alone -- or worse, when you 
feel like you can't talk with the colleagues 
around you. Each week, I hold time to offer a 
few calls with colleagues. My goal for this 60-
minute call with you is to help you find a 
pinprick of light, no matter how dark your 
situation feels. Even if you're not interested in 
working with me beyond this call, I would love 
to talk with you, hold space for you, and be 
an ear to listen. As a doctor, -- I have been 
where you are! Click HERE 
(https://bit.ly/2xqMc8s) to schedule your time 
with me to talk, get help or practice skills to 
better advocate for yourself at work. 
. 
 
Additional Services 
Available to VCMS Members 
at a 15% Discounted Rate 

Physician Burnout 
Coaching 
The physician burnout coach is both a 
physician (not local) and an experienced 
executive coach. The coach will be your 
success partner who keeps you focused 
on your vision, support you, and create a 
plan of action together with you to reduce 
burnout. This service will be provided to 
VCMS members at a discount. 
For more information, please visit: 
https://www.thehappymd.com/physician-burnout-coach-team 
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Michael B. Hoover, M.D.

Two Thoughts
Sorry to be writing on the fly here, but I have to catch a plane 
today to go to the Interim Meeting of the House of Delegates of 
the American Medical Association. Oh, did I mention that the 
meeting is in San Diego? Well, it is. After the hottest October on 
record and the coldest November that I can remember, it will be 
nice to go somewhere where the daytime temperatures will be in 
the seventies, and the nighttime temperatures will be in the forties. 
In the interest of full disclosure, I should note here that the Indiana 
State Medical Association does give me a stipend to attend this 
meeting. It almost covers plane fare and hotel room, but not quite.

We will be discussing the usual topics. The scope of practice, 
surprise medical bills, the opioid crisis, veterans care MOC and 
MOL, Medicare Advantage plans, hospital medical staff policy, 

E&M changes, co-pay accumulators, and a host of others too numerous to count. I’m sure 
there will also be many resolutions which have nothing to do with medicine, but which will 
be put forth by well-meaning souls, just trying to improve the human condition in general. It 
will be my duty and my honor to carefully evaluate and vote on all of these topics, from the 
critical to the outlandish.

There is no campaigning for the AMA office at this meeting. Well, no overt campaigning 
anyway. I am proud to note, however, that your Indiana Delegation, with only five delegates, 
has three people running for AMA office, one for the Board of Trustees and two for seats on 
AMA commissions.  So when summer rolls around and the campaigning begins in earnest, 
we should have a great deal of excitement. That we should have this kind of involvement 
speaks to the commitment and dedication of our numerically small, but highly influential 
delegation.

On another note, did you have to renew your license and your CSR this year? I think you did. 
Did you get the required CME on opioid use and abuse? You should have. Did you use the 
ISMA app, or perhaps view some of the ISMA webinars to get this CME? You probably did, 
and once again, the incredible value of ISMA membership has been indelibly etched upon 
your brain. Yes, I admit that it was available to non-members too, but how they could, in good 
conscience, take advantage of such a valuable resource, and not feel any compunction 
about freeloading, is beyond me. It is my understanding that in the next licensing cycle, 
these wonderful resources will no longer be free to non-members. So tell your apostate 
colleagues that there are now more reasons than ever to do the right thing and join the best 
state medical association in the country, the Indiana State Medical Association.

Okay, gotta go. I’m not sure when this column will be published, so Happy Thanksgiving, 
Merry Christmas, Happy Hanukah, and Happy New Year.  

I’m outta here.
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COPIERS
• SALES • SERVICE • LEASING

812-425-3393
1550 BAKER AVE • EVANSVILLE, IN 47710

• Office Supplies
• Office Furniture
• Printing
• Banners
• Janitorial Supplies
• Packaging & Shipping Supplies
• Sharp Copiers, Fax &

Digital Imagers

ADDRESS
6201 Vogel Rd

Evansville, IN  47711

Solving all your compounding needs with 
quality and accuracy in the following areas:

PHONE

(812)
476-6194

FAX

(812)
473-3929

LOCALLY-OWNED & OPERATED

INDIANA'S FIRST COMPOUNDING-ONLY PHARMACY

PROUDLY SERVING THE 
TRI-STATE AREA SINCE

1999

� Ophthalmology
� Pain Management
� Pediatrics
� Podiatry
� Veterinary Medicine
� Urology
� Wound Care

� Dental
� Dermatology
� Drug Shortages
� General Practice
� Neurology 
� Obstetrics 
     & Gynecology
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Happy Birthday!

Rachel Dierlam
Treasury

Management

Rob Bingham
Commercial

Banking

Diana Wilderman
Commercial Lines Insurance 

Development Manager

Sherri Alley
NMLS #797750

Private Banker

Gary McCall
Estate & Business 

Planning

That moment when...
you realize your financial 

professionals feel like your 
business partners

We’ve been told a time or two that our financial professionals 
provide remarkable service and that working with German 
American feels like a business partnership; not a transaction. 
Our clients appreciate our commitment to local decision making, 
our ability to serve most any size of medical practice, and our 
priority to understand your goals before we start discussing 
financial solutions.

Contact us today!

(812)962-2265  •  germanamerican.com

Vicki Simmons
NMLS #636043

Private Banker

Ben Schmitt
Senior Employee

Benefits Consultant

December
Susan M. Martin, MD 12/1
Thomas J. Rusche, MD 12/1
Brian W. Schymik, MD 12/1
David E. Schultz, II, MD 12/1
Gary L. Beck, MD 12/2
Thomas B. Anderson, MD 12/3
Todd S. Burry, MD 12/4
John D. Guletz, MD 12/4
Jerry D. Becker, MD 12/6
Jon D. Frazier, MD 12/6
William J. Millikan, Jr., MD 12/6
Andrew T. Saltzman, MD 12/7
Cary L. Hanni, MD 12/8
Mark E. Meyers, MD 12/9
Sally G. Primus, MD 12/9
William L. Walling, MD 12/9
R.  Buckland Thomas, MD 12/11
Brent E. Thomason, MD 12/11
Carl H. Linge, MD 12/15
Richard A. Tibbals, MD 12/17
Bruce W. Romick, MD 12/18
Thomas M. Harmon, MD 12/20
Peter A. Rosario, MD 12/20

Steven G. Becker, MD 12/21
Robert L. Rusche, MD 12/22
Chad W. Weare, MD 12/22
Joseph D. Martz, DO 12/24
Jared M. Vibbert, MD 12/24
Gene R. Flick, MD 12/25
V Paul Banning, MD 12/26
Jean S. Haseman, MD 12/27
Edward L. Brundick, MD 12/28
James R. Porter, MD 12/28
Craig T. Carter, MD 12/29
Juan C. Cabrera, Jr., MD 12/30
William M. Vassy, MD 12/31
 
January
Daniel B. Daniels, MD 1/1
Theodore J. Stransky, MD 1/1
Mell B. Welborn, Jr., MD 1/1
Aung Choon, MD 1/6
Gilbert A. Sartore, MD 1/6
Santi Vibul, MD 1/6
Eric S. Brackett, MD 1/8
James A. Rice, DO 1/8
Peter A. Knoll, MD 1/9

Mohammed S. Adeel, MD 1/10
Kevin W. McConnell, MD 1/10
Shari L. Barrett, MD 1/13
David D. Christeson, MD 1/13
Darla R. Grossman, MD 1/14
Thomas S. Hastetter, MD 1/14
Jeana J. Lee, MD 1/14
Joseph C. McConaughy, MD 1/14
Michael R. Hodges, MD 1/15
John M. Myers, MD 1/16
William C. Houser, MD 1/18
John F. Lawler, MD 1/18
Barney R. Maynard, MD 1/18
Terry A. South, MD 1/18
Craig A. Triola, MD 1/21
David S. Risner, MD 1/24
Richard L. Gries, MD 1/25
Larry W. Lutz, MD 1/25
Michael S. Patterson, MD 1/25
Gary R. Moore, MD 1/26
Philip Jackson Kline, MD 1/27
Susan Elizabeth Nesbitt, MD 1/27
R Kenneth Spear, Jr., MD 1/29
Randall R. Stoltz, MD 1/29
Robert R. Penkava, MD 1/30

http://www.germanamerican.com
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